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We investigate theoretically the effect of intense THz radiation on the nonlinear properties of doped
semiconductor superlattices (SL’s). For the first time, the fully nonlinear current through the SL with
an arbitrary combination of ac and dc voltages is calculated from a microscopic self-consistent model.
We focus on the formation of electric field domains and the appearance of new multistability regions
caused by the interplay of the strong nonlinearity, due to the Coulomb interaction, and the new photon-
assisted channels. For low dc bias voltages and for some frequencies and intensities of the ac field the
system is bistable with either positive or negative electron pumping. [S0031-9007(98)07733-3]
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Recently, the time-dependent transport properties
semiconductor nanostructures have been the subject of
terest [1–3]. Among the time-dependent phenomena
these systems one might consider photon-assisted tun
ing (PAT), electron pumps, turnstiles, and others; most
them necessitate an analysis beyond linear response
ory in the external frequency. The nonlinear properti
having their origin in Coulomb interaction have attracted
great deal of attention as well. A doped semiconductor s
perlattice (SL) is a paradigm of a nonlinear system whe
all the intrinsic properties (multistability, bifurcations to
chaos, electric field domains formation, and self-sustain
current oscillations) can be routinely modified by the a
plication of an external dc voltage or by the modificatio
of the doping [4–10]. In this Letter we deal with PAT
in weakly coupled doped SL’s whose transport mech
nism is sequential tunneling. In this regime the intrins
minibandwidth is typically 1 order of magnitude smalle
than the scattering induced broadening (for the samples
Ref. [1] the minibandwidth is,0.1 meV). In this case,
miniband transport can be neglected and transport at l
bias voltages is governed by sequential resonant tunne
[1,11,12].

Our self-consistent microscopic model for PAT allows
for the first time, a systematic study of the low and th
high dc bias regime with special emphasis on nonline
effects. In the high dc bias region, we discuss th
new electric field domains supported by PAT channe
and the formation of new multistability regions induce
by the THz field. These nonlinearities in theI-Vdc
characteristics can be externally controlled by modifyin
the intensity and frequency of the ac field. In the low d
bias region and in the dynamical localization (DL) regim
i.e., where the direct tunneling channel is blocked [13
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16], the system is bistable with either negative or positi
current.

In order to calculate the fully nonlinear current of
doped SL with an arbitrary combination of dc and hig
frequency ac voltages, an extension of the self-consis
model of Ref. [17] is put forward. This microscopic mod
has been generalized for including the effects coming fr
the THz field. In the tunneling Hamiltonian scheme [3
these effects are included considering that the single p
ticle energies in the different isolated regions of the stru
ture (leads and wells) become time dependent before
tunneling couplings are switched on [3,11,13]:ek,istd 
e

0
k,i 1 eVistd. Here,e0

ki represents the electronic energ
for i  L, R (left and right lead, respectively) andk labels
the electronic state before connecting the different regio
[3]. At the wells,en,istd  e

0
n,i 1 eVistd (e0

n,i is the en-
ergy of thenth resonant state at theith well). The time-
dependent voltage in theith region isVistd  Vi cosvt.
This approximation is valid for driving frequencies small
than the plasma frequency [3]. The occupation in the co
tacts was determined in the past by Fermi-Dirac distrib
tions before all the perturbations were turned on. Beca
of the time dependence of the external field the single p
ticle propagators acquire phase factors coming from
breakdown of time translational invariance. After esta
lishing the time dependence, the different regions are c
nected by means of the tunneling Hamiltonian [3,18,1
We obtain the transmission probability from theith quan-
tum well to thesi 1 1dth quantum well, from the emitter
to the first quantum well, and from theNth quantum well
(N is the number of quantum wells) to the collector. Fro
these probabilities we calculate the time averaged sequ
tial currents [11]. The current from theith well to the
si 1 1dth well is
Ji,i11 
2eh̄kBT
p2mp

nmaxX
j1

X̀
m2`

J2
msad

Z g

se 2 e
i
C1d2 1 g2

g

se 2 e
i11
Cj 1 mh̄vd2 1 g2

Ti11se, e 1 mh̄vd

3 ln

"
1 1 e

evi 2e

kBT

1 1 e
evi11 2e2m h̄v0

kBT

#
de . (1)
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In these expressions,Jn is the Bessel function of first kind
with argumenta 

eFd
h̄v [Fd  Vi11 2 Vi is the poten-

tial drop between theith well and thesi 1 1dth well due
to the time-dependent electric field of intensityF andd the
period of the SL],ei

Cj is thejth resonant state of theith
well (nmax is the number of subbands participating in th
transport), andTise, e 1 mh̄vd is the inelastic transmis-
sion through theith barrier [13]. T is the temperature at the
contacts [20]. The current from the emitter to the first we
J0,1, and the one from theN th well to the collector,JN ,N11,
are also derived in our model. Scattering is treated ph
nomenologically by considering the spectral functions
the wells as Lorentzians (g is the half width). Relaxation
in the planes perpendicular to the transport direction is co
sidered imposing current conservation through the wh
structure. It determines the sequential currentJ as well
as the Fermi energiesevi —which define the charge den
sitiesni —within each well. In the stationary regime, fo
a given set ofN 1 1 unknownshJ, evi j the currents have
to fulfill the set ofN 1 1 rate equations [17]:

Ji21,i  Ji,i11  J, i  1, . . . , N . (2)

In the time-dependent case a form of Ampère’s law, whi
explicitly contains the displacement currents, can be d
rived [17]. The assumption of having Fermi distributio
functions in the wells considers implicitly some scatterin
mechanism that thermalizes the electrons after each t
neling event. Our approximation that makes the nume
cal calculation tractable could be improved by a dire
substitution of the spectral functions for those for imp
rity scattering or interface roughness [12]. If there we
no mechanism for obtaining thermal equilibrium, the di
tribution functions in the wells would be nonequilibrium
functions to be calculated [18]. The formation of region
inside the SL with high electron densities leads to the no
linear behavior of the system. Because of this nonline
ity, it is crucial to perform a self-consistent calculation, fo
each applied bias voltage,Vdc. We include the Coulomb
interaction in a mean field approximation by means of d
crete Poisson equations relating the potential drops in w
(N unknowns), barriers (N 1 1 unknowns), and contacts
(2 unknowns). The boundary conditions at the conta
contain four equations describing the lengths of the dep
tion and accumulation layers as well as the charge d
sity at the leads (4 unknowns). The other unknowns a
the Fermi energies in the wells (N unknowns) and the se-
quential current. The final set of3N 1 8 equations and
unknowns is closed by two equations of conservation
charge and voltage (the sum of the local potential dro
has to be equal to the applied voltage,Vdc) and by the
N 1 1 rate equations (see Ref. [17] for a detailed discu
sion of the self-consistent model). The current depen
explicitly on the Fermi levels and potential drops (throug
the resonant level positionse

i
Cj) and implicitly through the

transmissions (which depend on the local electrostatic d
tribution). The numerical procedure (continuation metho
4972
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[21]) allows one to obtain both the stable and unstable
lutions as well as all the multistability regions in theI-Vdc
curve.

The expression for the current [Eq. (1)] is formal
equivalent to the well established relation between the t
neling current with and without an ac field through a ba
rier, known as the Tien-Gordon (TG) formulaIacsVdcd P`

n2` J2
nsadIdcsVdc 1 nh̄vd [22].

This relation, however, holds only for situations whe
the Coulomb interaction is neglected [11,12]. In o
problem, the ac field modifies the charge densities (a
therefore the rest of the variables which are modified
a self-consistent way). This dependence on the cha
leads to the nonvalidity of the TG formula [23].

We study theI-Vdc characteristics of a SL consisting o
ten wells of 90 Å GaAs separated by 40 Å Ga0.5Al 0.5As
barriers. The doping at the leads and at the wells a
respectively, ND  2 3 1018 cm23 and Nw

D  1.5 3

1011 cm22 (g  2 meV andT  0 K). In the static case
(not shown for brevity), the low dc bias voltage peak
determined byC1i –C1i11 sequential tunneling through
the whole SL. At higherVdc the current evolves along
a series of branches. This behavior can be explained
the formation of a charge accumulation layer in one of t
wells (domain wall) [4–6,8] that splits the SL into tw
regions with low and high dc electric field, respectivel
IncreasingVdc, this charge cannot move continuous
through the SL. This motion can occur only for voltag
allowing resonant interwell tunneling. In this situatio
the domain wall moves from theith well to thesi 2 1dth
well and the electrostatic configuration becomes unsta
leading to a new one in which theith well drops in the
high electric field region. For some values of the dopi
of the wells this instability leads to an oscillatory behavi
of the domain wall, with recycling at the contacts, th
does not evolve towards an stationary state. In this reg
the current oscillates (self-sustained current oscillatio
[5,7]) with a frequency that depends on the applied dc b
voltage. Nonetheless, in this work we will concentra
on the stationary regime; in this case the electrosta
instability leads to a series of sharp discontinuities in t
I-Vdc curve.

In Fig. 1 we study the formation of electric field do
mains in the presence of the THz field. Our calculati
shows that the virtual PAT channels (i.e., emission and
sorption) support electric field domains: in the inset we p
the calculated potential profile of the SL forVdc  0.86 V
(the dashed lines represent the PAT channels). The h
field domain is supported byC1i C2i11 tunneling involv-
ing absorption of two photons. This effect has been o
served experimentally in a different sample [1]. Increas
the intensity, multiphotonic effects show up and new m
tistability regions are induced (Fig. 2). The inset show
magnification of the first branch; the circles mark the sta
operating points for a fixedVdc. At V1  0.16 V transport
in the high field domain occurs via tunneling between t
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FIG. 1. I-Vdc characteristic for the SL with ac,F  0.47 3
106 Vym, v  3 THz. The continuous (dotted) lines are th
stable (unstable) solutions. The inset shows the calcula
potential profile atVdc  0.86 V (dashed lines represent PAT
channels).

two-photon absorption virtual state associated withC1i

and the two-photon emission virtual state associated w
C2i11. At V2  0.19 V the branch develops a multistable
solution (five solutions coexist, three stable and two u
stable). These solutions involve a different number of ph
tons emitted inC2: one photon in the highest current stabl
solution (circlea), and two photons in the lowest curren
stable solution (circlec). This situation repeats periodi-
cally as the domain wall moves through the SL giving th
sawtooth structure in the current.

As a final example of the high nonlinear response of t
system to the THz field, we have studied the DL conditio
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FIG. 2. I-Vdc characteristic for the SL with ac (F  0.95 3
106 Vym, v  3 THz). The inset shows a blowup of the firs
branch.
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[13–16] (blocking of the direct tunneling channel when
the parametera 

eFd
h̄v is a root of the zeroth order

Bessel function). In this situation transport takes plac
by multiphoton absorption and emission. TheI-Vdc curve
at low dc bias voltages (Fig. 3) presents bistability with
either positive or negative current for a fixed (positive
dc bias. Absolute negative conductance in THz irradiate
SL’s has been observed experimentally [1]. In order t
explain these new features, we plot in Figs. 4a and 4b t
electrostatic profiles at fixed bias (Vdc  0.0204 V) for
the two stable solutions (a and c in Fig. 3, respectively).
This figure shows the high nonlinear potential drop throug
the SL even at low biases. The main difference betwee
the electrostatic profiles at the same bias voltage com
from the energy position of the ground states and Ferm
levels—not depicted for clarity—in the 8th and 9th wells
(see the insets in Figs. 4a and 4b). In the case 4a, t
current flows from the 8th well towards the 9th well by
absorption of a photon in the 8th well (positive current)
The 8th well splits the SL in two regions with different
transport mechanisms. At the left side of this well, i.e.
from the emitter to the 8th well, the transport is regulate
by stimulated emission of photons while from the 8th we
to the collector the transport is regulated by absorptio
In the case 4b, we have the opposite situation: the curre
flows from the 9th well towards the 8th well by absorption
of one photon in the 9th well (negative current). The
9th is now the boundary between two different transpo
mechanisms: absorption at the left of the 9th well toward
the emitter and stimulated emission from the 10th well t
the 9th well.

This interplay between different transport mechanism
in the SL leads to this bistable situation. We shoul
point out, however, that a treatment of the optical respon
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FIG. 3. I-Vdc characteristic for the SL (samplea) at low bias
(F  1.14 3 106 Vym, v  1.5 THz).
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FIG. 4. (a) Electrostatic profile atVdc  0.0204 V , for the
stable current solution (a) of Fig. 3. (b) Same as in (a)
for the stable current solution (c) of Fig. 3. (Insets show a
magnification of the wells 5–10.)

of the sample to a THz field would be necessary
order to obtain the fully nonlinear behavior of the syste
[24]. In summary, we have proposed and solved, f
the first time, a microscopic self-consistent model for th
sequential current through a doped SL in the presence
THz radiation. In general, and due to Coulomb interactio
the TG formula is not valid. We have shown that th
electric field domains can be supported by the virtual PA
sidebands. Multiphotonic effects lead to the appearan
of multistability regions in theI-Vdc curve. At the DL
condition and low dc bias voltages, the nonlinear respon
of the SL to the THz field manifests as bistability in th
sign of the current.
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